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This case looks at a magazine as a medium 
for self-promotion, that combines perfectly 
two other mediums – text and graphic
design. Dressed&naked is a collective 
magazine that represents the work of 
young artists and brings all creative minds 
together for collaboration. It’s not just a 
stock of paper, it’s my vision, that invites 
different people to collaborate with me. It’s 
also my passion, my medium, my voice and 
my opinion that gets out there.
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Introduction

1663 is the beginning of the magazines. This is the year when the world’s first magazine was born. Wouldn’t have 
thought of this year? Well, yes, this is how far back we are looking at. Magazines are a never-ending story. Our 
grandparents were reading them, our parents, now we have shelves stuffed with hundreds of printed publica-
tions and without any doubt our kids are going to flip through the printed pages themselves. 
 And you’d still think that the digital age and the magazines would be dying out like dinosaurs. All I can 
say, it’s not going to happen. The reasons why are two, the first one is the experience that you only get reading 
a magazine, the feel, the smell; another reason is that it is a brilliant platform for self-expression which is built by 
combining both visuals and written content.
 This is the reason why I got so deeply interested in magazines as a brilliant medium for self-promotion. A 
magazine is not just a plain poster which really needs to work hard on a visual and text to actually convey a mes-
sage in a very limited space while magazines give you a freedom to play around with whatever amount of pages 
you want, starting from ten to two hundred, to thousands - if you really want. Thus, it allows you to say whatever 
you want and as much as you want. This is one of the reasons why it is so brilliant. 
 Magazine is a great platform for expressing thoughts and spreading opinion to a wide public. It is and it’s 
always been this way. 
 Starting in 19th century fanzines where born. Nonprofessional and nonofficial publications were pro-
duced by fans of a particular cultural phenomenon for the pleasure of others who shared their interest. Artists 
all over the world discovered this medium as a platform where to publish their work, as well as spread the word, 
and the great thing is they would choose a specific group of people they wanted to talk to. These people who 
were constantly publishing new fanzines were amateurs that produced some real art. 
 According to Marshall, amateurism seeks the development of the total awareness of the individual and 
the critical awareness of the ground rules of society. They amateur can afford to lose (Marshall McLuhan Quentin 
Fiore, 1967: 93). No professional magazine design skills, no limits, no censorship, no rules – this is how amazing 
work of art was born, that are displayed in hundreds of books nowadays. This is what new magazines need to 
aim to achieve. This is what I aim to achieve with mine.
 I had to do a lot of research on magazines history and read, or just blindly flip through the pages, to un-
derstand how this medium works in self-expression and how I can adapt it to myself.

Understanding ‘Magazine’

If ‘Magazine’ was my brief, I needed to understand more about it. I thought about them day and night, I read 
them in the department stores, coffee shops and my bedroom. Why do we like magazines so much?
 Reading a magazine is a pleasure for people. 
 Creating a magazine is a drug for creative people. 
 Any layout you want to design, any size of the letter you wish to use, any combination of typefaces you 
want to join together, image placed at the bottom, middle or the top. It is the best medium for a designer to free 
his or her creative imaginations.
 Magazine is a piece of art. It combines both text and visual. It has a perfect harmony if used well. 
 No boundaries, no limitation of numbers. 
 You can rip the page off and hang it on your wall if you wish. 
 A magazine is born because someone somewhere for some reasons needs it. Publishers need a medi-
um of a magazine to capture a feeling, store the experience or spread the emotion. 
 Magazine is a physical experience. You grab it, you feel the weight of it, then you feel the texture, you see 
the words following the images, whenever you start flipping the pages, you explore the smell…
 Magazine is a history. You collect them, then after 10 years you read an issue, that represents what was 
going on at that time, how did people look like, what worried and surprised them. 

My problem

There are too many magazines, so why another one? Well, a magazine is my passion, my art - it’s my medium, 
my voice,  my opinion that needs to get out there.
 The problem that I had was finding the way to be interesting rather than boring. A huge amount of maga-
zines I read were full of topics that already are talked about billion times and no different insights had been 
offered. As well as the designs and layouts are all the same, with a lack of creativity and originality. It seemed a 
problem to be able to find the ways to be different design wise as it seemed quite a difficult task to be able to 
combine creativity and information in a most approachable way. 
 If I wanted to be different, memorable and interesting, I needed to dig deeper, look at more different 
magazines and see further in magazine future. I needed to understand the readers more, find the best insights 
and propose a completely innovative idea for a magazine that would be rich in both visuals and text.

My insight – magazines are collaborative enterprises

Magazine is not only a stock of paper. It is a shared vision that incorporates design, editorial and business pur-
poses. The building of the magazine brings all creative minds together to show their best skills in different areas, 
it combines both planning and creativity. The process of creating a magazine requires skills in creating and 
thinking. 
 Firstly you think of the content, then you layout it in your mind, find bits and pieces you have already and 
what you still need to get to build the whole thing, you find the people to talk to, you gather their works together, 
after that follows the design process, then printing and eventually selling the product. 
 The production of the magazine is a long process that requires a lot of time, connections and loads of 
different skills. Although this is the reason why the overall product is so rich in what it has to offer and the reason 
why the audience of readers is so large and different. 

Using the ‘Magazines are collaborative enterprises’ insight

This is my main insight, so how can I use it?
 So I thought, why don’t I bring people from a lot of different fields to collaborate on my vision, as well as 
collaborate with each other, share their work, ideas and inspire each other was in a sense quite obvious, but at 
the same time a strong point to stress out.

The simple truth about the collaboration of artists – they like to 
collaborate!

There was another important thing I found out talking to artists and inviting them to collaborate. They were 
absolutely overwhelmed by this opportunity offered to get their word and visual work out there, as well as find 
other like-minded individuals to collaborate with. If you are a young artist, who hasn’t accomplished much yet, 
for the simplest reason because you’re just so young, it is difficult to find a platform to showcase your work and 
get people from the industries to look at it. 
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Magazine is the most universal platform for collaboration of artists

Another finding is that a magazine is more than any other medium extremely universal because of it’s marriage 
of both old medium (text) and a modern one (graphic design), which creates a perfect platform for young artists 
to showcase their work and collaborate together. Moreover, it is a platform, which is suited for both visual artists, 
as well as musicians or writers that use words to release their creativity. 
 The interesting thing that I found out talking to young artists was their trust in a magazine medium as, 
firstly, a perfect medium for them to shout out about themselves, as well as showcase their work that would 
engage with the readers the most and last. 

The success of any small publication depends hugely on its design

There was something else I detected during my research on magazines and the way they are successful. It is 
hugely based on the visual beauty of it. As we live in a visual culture where images go in front of words it is in-
credibly important to grasp attention from the first glimpse. 
 According to Jandos Rothstein (2007: 170), it’s no surprise that the success of any small publication 
escaping the sandlot of zinedom depends largely on its design. Sure, they’ll have to compete with magazines 
whose art budgets are orders of magnitude larger. Photo shoots for a zine generally don’t involve scores of 
models, a staff of assistants, and on-site caterers. Success for a small publication isn’t measured by the size or 
the design budget; it is measured by its ability to convey the editorial mission.
 So it was an important task for me to find interesting design approaches to make my magazine really 
stand out amongst the others on the newsstand. 

Design approach – A magazine shouldn’t just be a stock of paper

The competition between different media forms is always on top. It’s been always happening. People constant-
ly get bored, they like one medium form, after a while they discover a new one, stick with it, afterwards come 
back to the previous one or keep looking for a different one. It’s like a vicious circle. Jandos Rothstein (2007: 169)
agrees in his book that the deaths of various media have been predicted before, going back to Walter Benjamin, 
who believed that print would obviate the need of original art, but so far no means of human creative expression 
has vanished in favour of another. Therefore, the methods and technologies have changed, but the essences of 
the expression have remained the same.
  The main insight I came up with was that it is vital for a magazine to be not only a stock of paper 
but an interactive medium that engages a reader in many ways. Make a magazine a piece that involves not only 
the attention of the day, but gives a feeling, maybe even a smell or encourages a motion. 
 The experience that an average reader wants to get is multiple – he wants to get the information he is 
craving for and that interests him, get a nice feel of reading a magazine, and experience loads of different emo-
tions with every single page he flips through. Also, find the ways to make a magazine visible for multiple uses, so 
it’s not only a 94-pagess-spread that you read all and leave laying on your shelf forever untouched anymore but 
you use bits of it in different areas and for different purposes. 
 You peel something off, pull something out and hang something on the wall.
 This is the idea of turning a magazine into a combined medium.

 

 

Magazine is the best platform for self-promotion

Magazine as a medium is a perfect platform to promote oneself. The conversations with artists proved this point 
quite clearly that a printed publication is a very attractive medium for them to present their personality and 
showcase the work because. 
 Magazine, by its nature is very appealing for a reader in a sense that it gives a feeling and can provoke a 
very personal experience, as well as the popularity and figures that shows a huge readability of the magazines in 
general. 
 Moreover, it is a perfect platform for self-promotion for the designers who have been dreaming about 
designing their own issue to show off their design skills. Thus, if you are graphic designer, you can create an 
issue featuring loads of your works, if you’re a journalist, gather a lot of articles and interviews, if you’re just a 
person who’s got a strong opinion about something, place everything on a paper and publish a fanzine. Or if 
you’re a communicator, do everything mentioned and present a publication as your portfolio. 
 Magazine is a medium for everyone’s tastes and needs. You just need to find a way to use it.

So…

Magazines are not only a well-rounded collection of essays; it’s a visual engagement and influence, as well as a 
brilliant medium to collaborate. 
 People don’t just look at the magazines, as well as they don’t only read the magazines, they engage with 
both of these senses. They analyse it, dig deep inside the design, experience the relationships between the text 
and images, and look for the inspiration and information in them. They don’t put them away after reading all of 
the articles, they engage with it much more than that, they use it in different places, reuse again and again. 
 Magazine is a never-ending story that is proud of its longevity as well. 

A collaborative brief

The proposal was to create a magazine, which would be a platform for young artists allowing them to express 
themselves and present their work. It is a form of advertising but the difference is that you do for yourself using 
different mediums and design approaches to fully express your creativity. I spoke with a lot of young artists of 
different kind about the mediums for their self-expression that would be the most suitable for them and the 
ways they would like to represent their work. So making all of the pages personal, different and unique seemed 
like a great idea. 

The creative idea – dressed&naked magazine

The idea for a collective magazine, which is a medium for self-expression, was born.
  The idea for the name was based on one main point – present the young artists in two ways – either 
dressed up in a sense that they do not open up as much, leaving a secret about their personalities and only talk 
a lot about their work. The other way of self-expression is naked, in a sense that the artists featured are brave 
and very open-minded and answer all provocative interview questions, which are very personal. By dressed 
or naked I don’t mean in a physical way, although some topless or bottomless photo shoots are going to take 
place. 
 Have you ever seen any professional pictures of naked young, upcoming stars-artists published some-
where?
 Here you go this new magazine is going to be the first one.
  Also, it is going to be the first magazine that contains very first interviews of young artists, who haven’t 
accomplished anything yet, but are going to be your idols and the most recognizable artists in the future. A col-
lection of new faces and new works, represented in an interesting way; an issue which is a never-ending story; a 
piece of art which combines hundreds of artistic approaches and proves that a magazine can cope with a digital 
age overtaking our lives.
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UN dress
dressed &
naked magazine

is a collective magazine of very talented people who are 
not discovered yet. They say when you are nothing, you 
have it all, so it is important to speak out loud NOW and 
get noticed. This magazine brings all creative minds to-
gether for collaboration, as well as the sole aim of the 
magazine is to inspire and give advice for young artists 
towards achieving their goals.

Some of them are shy, and will keep their clothes on, 
hiding most of the things and revealing just the most 
important details about themselves.

Others are extravagant and brave, so they talk a lot and 
will show you as much as your imagination can 
embrace.

These faces are going to shine very soon, so you have 
a great opportunity to be the first ones to meet them.

Work in progress

Creating a magazine sounds easy (might sound easy to some of you), this is what I thought as well, but appar-
ently it’s not. 
 The engine that kept me going, and need to stress out, helps in every development process of any proj-
ect you decide to overtake, is the inspiration and deep interest in what you’re doing. Planning the issue’s con-
tents, getting in touch with artists and waiting patiently for weeks for their response, rethinking every element of 
the magazine and flipping through billions of other magazines. 
 This followed by me sitting at my desk and sipping five coffee cups one after another, working through 
all of the details that needed to be considered, page by page. 
 The skill that I found, as well as my people I worked with, was my strong communication skills. Appar-
ently, I know very well how to sell my work, talk about it with love and enthusiasm. At least this is what my friends 
have noticed. Frankly, I really can’t complain about it, as it gives me self-confidence into looking at the bright 
future, where I’m seeing myself in a team work for sure. 
 Although, the experience of building a magazine showed me pros and cons of collaboration, as during 
long hours of working in a team on the magazine, some misunderstanding and different points of view occur, 

which are sometimes difficult to deal with. Everyone who is a part of a team sometimes has those naughty 
thoughts of dropping everything and just be an individual working for oneself, with oneself and by oneself. Nev-
ertheless, I like teamwork. 
 For the magazine, some editorial photo shoot with the theme “dressed and naked” were vital. Organising 
photo shoots might sound as a lot of fun, but it is quite a difficult process too. Renting all the equipment, carrying 
lights that weight tons in London Underground is not pleasant, but the professional pictures always give satis-
faction. Also, being flexible with the best times of models, thus, sometimes sacrificing your own plans, is what it 
takes. Again, it all leads to some very great results that gives a wow in everyone’s faces. 
 Building a magazine also helped me to develop my design skills as it required to look up quite a few 
new tutorials and meet up with some professionals in the field for advice. I’ve never had an eye for typography, 
now every detail I see on the adverts in the tube or any posters catch my eye. What seemed very easy appeared 
to be quite difficult, design that requires very good taste and strong skills. 
 You do stuff and learn. 

The results are…

Dressed&naked magazine was born. It’s a non-traditional collective magazine that represents the work of young, 
edgy artists and brings all creative minds for collaboration. 

TARGET AUDIENCE:

• Young artists 18-30 who are looking for people to collaborate with on aspiring projects or want to get inspira-
tion from other like-minded artists and their work

• Industry people looking for new talents

POINTS OF DIFFERENCE:

• Artists divided by sections, which are separated by colours. This technique used to make the collabo-
ration easier – a reader can easily find a right artist needed. Also, a section ‘Creativity bazaar’ at the end of the 
magazine with contact details/links to portfolios of artists featured in the issue.
• Artists from all over the world.
• Readers can relate to artists who are still developing themselves and their careers. These artists 
wouldn’t be covered in any other magazine because they haven’t accomplished enough yet.
• It’s a venue in which to display art, design, illustration, photography and words.
• Editorial photo shoots of featured artists taken off some clothes.
• The interviews contain personal/provocative questions in order to present the personalities of the art-
ists, not only talk about their profession.
• Artists from a variety of fields with work to show: photographers, designers, stylists, visual artists, fine 
artists, bloggers, writers, tattoo artists, people to talk – ravers, skateboarders, musicians.
• Young lifestyle: Skateboarding, topics on how to survive as a particular artist in different countries,  
Soundcloud pics, articles about daily failures.
• Sense of being a part of society: Manifesto (tips) for young artists by artists featured in the issue.
• More than just a disposable item, it’s interactive – Dressed and Naked stickers, pull-out postcards, in-
serts: dress up paper doll, wallpapers. 
• Digital edition for Mac, iPad – gb.zinio.com
• Website/blog www.dressedandnaked.com
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Future vision

Publish a quartely-released magazine.
 Organise the first issue’s party in a warehouse in London with the guests artists featured in the issue bring-
ing along their friends. The warehouse would be a space for all artists to release their creative animals and perform 
the music, DJ, paint on the walls, floor, ceilings…Create designs, spread the words and take pictures. Also, the guests 
would include people from the industries, such as design, media, advertising agencies, music, film production com-
panies, photography studios, etc. FREE copies of the issues would be on stands for everyone participating in the 
event. Spread the word in Social Media before the event, during the event and after. Creative posters for the event all 
around the coffee shops, small boutiques, creative spaces, galleries around hip areas in London. 
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INTERVIEW: Gabriele Gumu
PHOTO: Max Letek

ILLUSTRATION: Gloria Incandela

MUSIC

rachael burkinshaw
interview born in the disabled toilet

IINTERVIEW: Gabriele Gumu
PHOTO: Barbara Mal
MODELS: Rachael Burkinshaw,
Gianni Bolemole,Phil Adamas

never share your ideas out load with your mate on the bus.  
print everything in uni.  always go to the exhibitions and 
events you get invited to because only there you get 2 in 1: booze 
and art.  try to be in the right place at the right time.  
take every opportunity life offers to you. show your face to 
everyone. always feel hungry for new information.  never 
give up on doing things you  used to enjoy as a child. don't be 
stuck  in one field,  Always do something different.  have an 
idea about everything that's going  on, but be 100% professional 
about one particular thing. be pure so you could create some-‐
thing absolutely new.  do not have a favourite designer/
photographer/idol.  the best place to generate ideas is 
your shower/toilet.  take a walk .  smoke a dooby. 
always write your ideas down.  your  bag  essentials -‐ A pen 
and paper. spend your whole life taking pictures.  ban 
the internet/cellphone for a week.  DEVELOP A THICK SKIN. 
GET THE INSPIRATION FROM MOVIES. ASK STUPID QUESTIONS.  
DRINK COFFEE AT 11PM AND STAY UP LATE.  ALWAYS be uP  FOR A BEER 
WITH YOUR MATE.  

ILLUSTRATION FRANCES SEGISMUNDO
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Photographer Monika Jagusinkyte

Illustrator Gloria Incandela

Singer song-writer Rachael Burkinshaw

Illustration by Frances Segismundo

 Constantly look for new talents, all over the world and present their work in the best way. Meet up with talents 
all over the world, interview them and feature their best work in the magazine.
 Organise editorial photo shoots playing with the ‘dressed and naked’ theme in a fashionable way, no vulgar 
nudity or poor taste. 
 Create a website www.dressedandnaked.com, which features the photo shoots, articles about lifestyle, 
trends, events, interviews, works of the artists, The website will contain the manifesto for young artists, which be-
comes a thing that all young artists follow. Also, maybe create a forum, where artists can communicate and share 
their visions and advice. Also, online version of the magazine would be available on the website. 
 Create a catalogue of young artists, which is like A-Z list with contact details, such as links to their portfolios, 
e-mail addresses, and phone numbers of the artists featured in the magazine. 
 Organise parties, ideally on monthly basis, in various warehouses or gallery spaces around London, where 
works of the artists would be showcased, as well as music performances, film screens, etc. Events for young artists to 
gather in one place, collaborate on their aspiring projects, share ideas, opinions, and have fun.
 To conclude, the big plan is to build the whole society of dressed and naked young artists, who are going to 
be one of the best-known names in creative industries sometime very soon! Keep updated.
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